QA Engineer - Romania
About Paradox
Founded in 1989, we are a privately-owned, multinational manufacturer delivering advanced security solutions
to residential, industrial and government customers world-wide, via our ecosystem of exclusive distributors. Our
award-winning research and development teams, in Canada and Israel, develop a full range of innovative
security panels, motion detectors, interactive touch screens and security accessories which leverage ground
breaking technologies. Paradox is proud of our state-of–the–art, ISO 9001:2008 certified, Canadian
manufacturing facility which produces top-notch, dependable products.
At Paradox, the workplace is one of innovation, pride and excellence. We are always looking for top-notch,
talented people to join our team and take advantage of the many career opportunities available in our dynamic
company.
______________________________________________________________________________________
We are looking for a Quality Assurance Engineer to develop and execute exploratory tests as well as automated
tests to ensure product quality. The QA Engineer responsibilities include estimating, planning, and coordinating
testing activities. You will also ensure that quality issues and defects are appropriately identified, documented,
tracked, and resolved in our defect tracking system.
This position includes the following tasks:
• Test and validate our products;
• Design test cases that verify specifications and functionality;
• Develop regression test plans;
• Test newly developed software, features, and record bugs or performance issues;
• Collect information about software usability;
• Identify critical bottlenecks in development;
• Develop and run effective tests to ensure product’s stability and performance;
• Document, prioritize, and verify bugs;
• Complete projects, reviews, and reports as needed.
Requirements:
• Engineering degree in Computer Science or equivalent;
• At least 2 years of professional experience in testing;
• Excellent knowledge of QA methodologies and tools;
• Proven experience in writing and running a variety of tests;
• Experience with Jira and Confluence or similar tools;
• Basic knowledge of Linux commands;
• Basic knowledge about APIs, webservices, AML, JSON and networking;
• Ability to perceive flaws and inconsistencies;
• Detail oriented and ability to analyze complicated data sets;
• Strong propensity for research and investigation;
• Fluency in English;
• Independent, self-motivated and team player skills;
• Willingness to travel abroad and to be part of international projects.
Contact us: Please send your CV to email address – paradoxROhiring@paradox.com

